CORIGENDUM IN RESPEONSE TO CLARIIFCATIONS TO THE QUERRIES
AS RAISED IN PREBID NETING HELD ON 06.07.2018 AT
M.O.PUDUCHERRY
Reply to the queries of the bidders are as follows.
The security agency is having NSIC
exemption. In this case whether
EMD is to be furnished or not?

They have taken a solvency
certificate less than a year back.
whether a photocopy of the same
will suffice or not
The tender shows a manpower of 4
security persons. The reliever will
be one person in addition to the 4
security persons. So there will be 5
persons for security including the
reliever. Kindly clarify on this.
If the contract is awarded, Bank
Guarantee or Fixed deposit is
accepted or not.

If the agency possess current and valid
NSIC exemption certificate then to need
for the submission of EMD .But
submission of tender form fees and
performance / bank guarantee is
mandatorily required.
The solvency certificate should not be
older than one year from the date of
issue of tender notice. Solvency
certificate older than one year , bid will
be rejected
The relievers will have to manage from
the existing four nos. of security
personnel. No extra person to be
engaged as reliever. The provision of
reliever is meant for the deployment of
security personnel on Sunday/ holiday

After the award of wok, the
performance guarantee of the
successful bidder will be accepted in the
form of bank guarantee of requisite
amount or fixed deposit
Whether the rates will be revised
Only the minimum rates of wages and
automatically in accordance with the the statutory compliances / taxes will be
periodical revision of
revised as notified from time to time
central minimum wages rates.
.No change in the service / profit /admin
charges is considered during the tenure
/ extended period of contract.
Security gadgets like torch, uniform, No. The agency will have to supply all
baton, registers, chair and table will the projected items at their own cost
be provided from IIG
except chair and table and the same
may be considered in their service
charges/margins/profit and overheads
Whether sunday and national holiday The payment of wages to the labours
are paid holiday for the house
are based for 26.0 days
keeping staff

If the contract is awarded, maximum
time allowed to start the contract
service.
Whether uniform charges come
under the scope of contractor.

In financial bid template, the reliever
comes after the service charge
column. Whether the service charge
is allowed for reliever or not. Kindly
clarify.

Within a week from the date of
acceptance of work order.
Yes, the contractor has to bear the
charges toward the cost of uniforms
.The same can be considered by the
contactors in their service charges .No
extra will be paid to the contractor in
this regard.
No, service charges are not allowed on
reliever.

